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Non-Supersymmetric Attractors

Motivations:

1.Black Holes:

Non-supersymmetric extremal black 
holes are a promising extension.

2. Flux Compactifications:

Interesting Parallels.



II. What is an Attractor? 
•4 Dim. Gravity, Gauge fields         ,  

moduli,         

(Two derivative action)

aF
iφ



Attractors: General Ideas

Attractor Mechanism: Extremal Black 
Holes have a universal near-horizon 
region determined only by the charges.

(Extremal Black Holes carry minimum 
mass for given charge). 



Attractor:
•Scalars take fixed values at horizon. 
Independent of Asymp. Values (but 
dependent on charges). 

•Resulting near-horizon geometry of 
form,                ,     also independent of 
asymptotic values of moduli. 

•The near-horizon region has enhanced 
symmetry





•So far Mainly explored in 
Supersymmetric Cases. 

•In this talk  we are interesting in asking 
whether  non-supersymmetric extremal 
black holes exhibit attractor behaviour. 

Attractors:



•Extremal Black Holes generically 
exhibit attractor behaviour. 

4 dimensions or higher, Spherically 
symmetric or rotating, Spherical or 
non-spherical horizon topology etc. 

•Some conditions must be met, for 
attractor to exist and for it to be 
stable. 

Main Result:



Spherically Symmetric Extremal Black 
Holes in 4 Dim:

Simplification: Reduces to a one 
dimensional problem.



Spherical Symmetric Case Cont’d:



Non-Supersymmetric Attractors

: Effective Potential
Ferrara, Kallosh, Gibbons, ’96-’97; Goldstein, Iizuka, Jena, 
Trivedi, ’05.



• There is an attractor phenomenon if two 
conditions are met by 

1) It has a critical point:

2) Critical point  is a minimum:

(Stability)

Conditions for an Attractor Cont’d



•The attractor values  moduli are

•Attractor geometry:  

•Entropy

Conditions For An Attractor Cont’d



Conditions for an Attractor Cont’d

If there are zero eigenvalues of           : 

•Critical point must be a minimum.

•Flat directions can be present. 



The essential complication is that the 
equations of motion are  non-linear 
second order equations. Difficult to 
solve exactly. 

Analysis:



Attractor Solution:

•If Scalars take attractor value at infinty 
they can be set to be constant 
everywhere. 

•Resulting solution: Extremal Reissner 
Nordstrom Black Hole, with near-horizon



Small Parameter: 

Equations are second order but Linear in 
perturbation theory. 

.,/1 constr≈φ

0φφε −= ∞



Essential Point:  For                    there is one 
solution which is well defined at the horizon 
and it vanishes there. 



•This first order perturbation in moduli 
sources a second order perturbation in 
the metric, and so on. 

•A solution can be constructed to all 
orders in perturbation theory. 

•It shows attractor behaviour as long as 
the two conditions mentioned above are 
met.

Conditions for an Attractor Cont’d





Extremal case horizon at

Non-extremal Black Holes : Not attractors

I)

Non-extremal 
horizon

:Proper distance



An Example: Type IIA On Calabi-Yau 
Threefold.

Vector multiplet moduli fixed by 
attractor mechanism. 

Hypermultiplets not fixed (at two 
derivative level).  

Tripathy, S.P.T., hep-th/051114



are the                        

Brane charges 
carried by the black hole.



•E.g: D0-D4 Black Hole, Charges,
•Susy Solution:

•Non-susy solution

•Entropy:

IIA On               Cont’d



Stability

•N Vector multiplets

•N+1 (Real) directions have positive

•N-1 (Real) Directions have vanishing 
mass. Stability along these needs to be 
examined further.

•Hypermultiplets are flat directions. 

Nampuri, 
Tripathy, 
S.P.T. 
0705.4554



•Quartic Terms are generated along the 
N-1 massless directions. 

•These consist of two terms with opposite 
signs. As the charges (and intersection 
numbers) vary, the attractor can change 
from stable to unstable. 

•Rich Structure of resulting attractor flows. 

• Similar Story when D6-brane charge 
included

Stability Cont’d



Stability Cont’d



Rotating Black Holes :  Entropy Function

Sen ‘05

•Basic Idea: Focus on the near horizon 
region. 

• Assume it has                       symmetry.

• This imposes restrictions on metric and 
moduli.

• Resulting values obtained by 
extremising,

• Shows horizon region universal.



Rotating Black Holes :  Entropy Function



Entropy Function Cont’d

At the horizon

The entropy is the critical value:



•In The Two derivative case:

•Main Advantage: Higher derivatives 
can be included and give Wald’s 
entropy.

•Stability conditions with higher 
derivative terms not well understood. 



Entropy Function Cont’d

• The entropy function can have flat 
directions. The entropy does not change 
along these flat directions. 



•In rotating case we still assume that for an 
extremal black hole the near horizon geometry 
has an                              symmetry .

• Now there is less symmetry, fields depend on 
the polar angle, 

•Entropy function is functional of fields,

•Horizon values are given by extremising .

Rotating Attractors

Astefanesci, Goldstein, Jena, Sen, S.P.T., 0606244



•Essential point is the             symmetry.

•Attractor mechanism fixes the     ‘s  and 
thus      

•A similar argument should apply for 
extremal rings as well. 

Goldstein, Jena;



Connections with Microscopic Counting

Interesting Features/Puzzles:

1.Huge ground state degeneracy (for 
large charge) without supersymmetry.

(Degeneracy approx.) 

2. Attractor mechanism :Degeneracy 
not renormalised as couplings varied. 



Connections with Microscopic Counting

3. In many non-susy cases weak 
coupling calculation of entropy agrees 
with Beckenstein-Hawking entropy. 

What light can the attractor mechanism 
shed on this agreement?

Dabholkar, Sen, S.P.T., hep-th/0611143



Essential Idea

Weak Coupling

Strong Coupling

If Strong and Weak Coupling Regions lie in same basin of 
attraction, entropy will be the same.



Supersymmetric Case:

A) Microscopic calculation:

B) Supergravity:  

•If           flat direction of the entropy 
function. Then we can go from A) to B) 
Without changing entropy. 

•Note: This argument applies to the 
entropy and not the index. 



Some Assumptions:

1.No phase transitions: i.e., the  same 
basin of attraction

2. Assume that extremal black holes 
correspond to states with  minimum  
mass for given charge.



Non-Supersymmetric Case

•Do not expect exactly flat directions. 

•However there can be approximately flat 
directions. This can explain the 
agreement of entropy upto some order. 

•E.g.                            System in Type I.

Susy breaking         effect.

Dabholkar,’97



Non-Supersymmetric Case ‘Contd

•Other Possibilities: Attractor Mechanism for 
fixed scalars. 

•E.g.:Microscopic description arises by branes 
wrapping circle of radius

•If       big states lie in 2-Dim conf. field theory

•Dual description is BTZ black hole in 

•Entropy can be calculated reliably in Cardy 
limit (Kraus and Larsen). 



Non-Supersymmetric Case Con’td

•As asymptotic size of circle       reduced, 
states do not lie in the field theory 
anymore, dual description is not a black 
hole in AdS_3. 

•But if     is not a flat direction, attractor 
mechanism tells us that the entropy 
cannot have changed in the process and 
must be the same. 



Conclusions

1.Extremal Non-supersymmetric Black 
Holes  generically exhibit attractor 
behaviour.

2. The resulting attractor flows have a 
rich and complicated structure. 

3. There are interesting connections 
with microstate counting.

4. More Progress to come. 





Moduli and metric approach attractor 
values determined by exponent:



II)Cosmology in an expanding universe: 

Friction term means system will settle to 
bottom of potential regardless of initial 
conditions This is the attractor. 

Λ



Anti-friction

Potential 
gradient

By choosing initial conditions we can arrange 
so that the field just comes to rest at the top 
in far future. This is attractor solution.

Black Hole Attractor :



•As                 one solution is well 
behaved and for it 

•As                  , both solutions  are well 
behaved,

•In the attractor solution one tunes     

as a function of          to match on to the 
well behaved solution near the horizon.





Rotating Attractors Cont’d

Extremising gives attractor values.
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